
The industry’s first-of-its-kind intelligent, on-demand 
noise management and comfort feature will now continue 
to scan, adapt, and optimize as the wearer changes 
environments or as the acoustic environment changes — 
ensuring the most appropriate settings are always applied 
in a dynamic world and eliminating the need for multiple 
programs. 

Automatic adaptations are made in any Edge Mode+ 
setting - Best sound, Enhance speech, or Reduce noise.

Edge Mode+ is impressive. It worked so good. It was almost unsettling  
at first because I felt like I wasn’t hearing well, and then what I realized is  
I wasn’t hearing the noise well, but I was understanding voices perfectly.
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Edge Mode+ Enhance Speech

Edge Mode+ has been shown to improve speech 
recognition and decrease listening effort.1

11% -1.13 dB

New and previously fit 2.4 GHz 
devices with a firmware update.



Edge Mode+ Set-up & Use Instructions
Edge Mode+ is available in any wireless Genesis AI product. It is defaulted as an option on the homescreen of 
the My Starkey app, but may also be configured in the hearing aid User Controls and/or the Remote Control 2.0 
Favorite Button. See below for details on engaging Edge Mode+.

Hearing aid user control
In Pro Fit select User Controls 
on the Flyout Menu 

General App
Flyout Menu Icon

.

Drag control 
from the left and drop to either 
Short Press or Double Tap 
gesture on the right.

Remote control using the

Remote 2.0
Program/Memory

Remote Favorites

Favorite Button

In Pro Fit select Accessories on the Flyout Menu 
General App

Flyout Menu Icon

.

Use the dropdown menu below the Remote 
image to set the Favorite button configuration.

My Starkey mobile app

1. Open the My Starkey mobile application.

2. Tap the Edge Mode+ icon on the home screen. 

3. Best Sound is automatically applied; for further 
personalization based on the patient’s listening intent: 
speech or reduced noise, the patient can select either 
Enhanced Speech or Reduce Noise. 

4. Tap Save. 

5. To exit Edge Mode+, select Programs 
and select the desired program.
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